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Powerful opponents of Judge Brett Kavanaugh's nomination to the Supreme Court are using overt delay tactics to obstruct his confirmation. That's why we must present a united front of support for his confirmation by the Senate!

If you agree that Brett Kavanaugh should be confirmed as the next Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, please click here to send an immediate message to lawmakers! See my message below — Mat.

B,

The Democrats and special interest groups have only one goal – to delay and eventually stop the confirmation of Bret Kavanaugh. After Senate Democrats were initially unable to delay or stop the confirmation process, they brought a 36-year-old allegation that they held for six weeks in order to hold Judge Kavanaugh hostage while the matter is resolved.

Christine Blasey Ford, Brett Kavanaugh's accuser, is simply being used to create an excuse to delay the hearing.

The confirmation hearing needs to move forward, and this mockery of the system and disrespect of a good man must end. We cannot allow the Democrats to defeat Judge Kavanaugh's confirmation!

Liberty Counsel has set up our Fax Barrage system to deliver your "CONFIRM KAVANAUGH" faxes directly to your two senators and key leaders in the Senate. Additional options are available.

One click here and you'll have everything you need to barrage a powerful message to our lawmakers' Capitol Hill offices calling on them to "CONFIRM KAVANAUGH." Use our pre-written letters or you can craft a letter of your own to send.

+ + "Absolutely fishy"

Lisa Molina Heaps, a friend who graduated from high school the same year as Brett Kavanaugh, told the Daily Signal, "the allegation is 'absolutely fishy'... and [I] could not picture him in the situation described by the woman who accuses him of sexually assaulting her when they were teens."

'He had a reputation of being a responsible, kind, respectful person, the kind of person you would probably want to date,'" Heaps added.

Mark Judge, Kavanaugh's Georgetown Prep classmate who Ford claims was at the high school party (Ford does not remember the location) with Kavanaugh, said he has no memory of the alleged incident. Judge said Ford's allegation never happened: "It's just absolutely nuts. I never saw Brett act that way."

Patrick J. Smyth, another former Georgetown Prep classmate, denies attending a party like the one described in the allegation made by Ford. In a recent statement to the Senate Judiciary Committee, Smyth stated, "Personally speaking, I have known Brett Kavanaugh since high school and I know him to be a person of great integrity, a great friend, and I have never witnessed any improper conduct by Brett Kavanaugh towards women..."

Sixty-five women who have known Judge Kavanaugh since high school signed a letter stating that he has always acted honorably and with respect toward women.
Judge Kavanaugh has gone through six FBI background investigations for his work in the White House, confirmation to the Court of Appeals, and now the Supreme Court, with not a hint of improper actions toward any woman.

From the day of Judge Kavanaugh's nomination, we have warned that the Left will not allow the Judge to be confirmed without an intense battle. Will you show your support for this stellar nominee?

Please join me in voicing a loud and prolonged pro-Kavanaugh message. Click here to send an immediate message to Capitol Hill in support of Judge Kavanaugh's confirmation to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Thank you and God bless you,

Mat Staver,
Founder and Chairman
Liberty Counsel

P.S. It is widely known that the Left cannot defeat Kavanaugh on his record. Judge Kavanaugh has been presented to the American people with impeccable academic credentials and expansive professional experience. He exhibits the kind of judicial philosophy that every judge should embrace.

We must be relentless in our efforts to see this confirmation through. If you haven't already, click here to send an immediate message to Capitol Hill in support of Judge Kavanaugh's confirmation to the U.S. Supreme Court.
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